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Abstract
Working memory refers to the ability to store and manipulate information
over short periods. Persistent firing of neurons encoding the memorized
information in the absence of sensory stimulation is generally regarded as the
neural substrate of working memory. The underlying neural mechanisms of this

internally sustained activity are not yet well established. One hypothesis holds that
NMDA receptors (NMDA-Rs) are essential due to their slow decay times and
unique voltage-dependent gating property. An alternative view holds that both
NMDA and AMPA receptors (AMPA-Rs) contribute to sustained activity, but whereas NMDA-Rs contribute in a multiplicative manner, AMPA-Rs contribute in an additive manner.
In this study, we compared the contribution of AMPA-Rs and NMDA-Rs to
persistent firing in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) of macaque monkeys

performing a working memory task. We ejected small amounts of glutamatergic
antagonists to perturb, but not completely abolish, task-related activity. This
allowed us to differentiate the contributions of the receptors during the different
stages of the task. We found that both AMPA-Rs and NMDA-Rs contributed to
‘internally sustained’ persistent activity. AMPA-Rs contributed equally to spontaneous and task related activity, wheareas NMDA-Rs showed a larger contribution
to the visual response and sustained activity compared to spontaneous activity.
Furthermore, the contribution of NMDA receptors to task-related activity of visual
cells was comparable to its contribution to task-related activity of delay cells. Our
results provide new insights into the contribution of AMPA-Rs and NMDA-Rs to
spiking activity during working memory.
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Introduction
Working memory refers to the ability to store and manipulate information
over short periods (in the order of seconds1). This ability is one of the most crucial
elements of cognition in our daily life. Understanding its neural mechanisms would
be of great medical and social significance because disorders such as schizophrenia2 and Alzheimer’s disease3 degrade the quality of working memory.

The content of working memory can either be retrieved from long-term
storage or extracted from sensory information. Although, working memory has
been observed in the tactile4 and auditory5 domain, most studies investigating
working memory have focused on the visual modality. These studies have shown
that, dependent on the brain region, the content of working memory could be
based on individual stimulus features like motion6 or color7, integrated objects8 or
the location of the stimulus9-12.
A common task to probe spatial working memory is the oculomotor de-

layed-response (ODR) task (Fig. 1A). Here, subjects are required to keep a location
in working memory in order to make a saccade to at the end of the trial. Several
studies9,10,13-15 have found that that the firing of a subset of neurons called ‘delay
cells’ in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) of the macaque monkey represents a spatially specific memory trace. These so called ‘delay cells’ are activated
by a visual cue in their receptive field (RF) and remain active when the visual cue
is extinguished. Delay cells are intermingled with visual cells, which are activated
by a visual stimulus but return to baseline when the stimulus is no longer visible.
The neural mechanisms underlying persistent activity are only partially
understood. It has been argued that this sustained firing involves reverberatory
excitation between neurons within16,17 or between cortical areas15,18-20. Alternatively, it may rely on specific membrane conductance(s) that cause sustained excitation of individual neurons induced by, for example, the activation of acetylcholine receptors21-23, dopamine receptors24, noradrenaline receptors25, 26, and NMDARs27, 28. Modelling work has indicated that for a population of neurons to maintain
activity persistently over time, the synaptic connections between excitatory
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neurons need to have a slower decay time constant compared to the inhibitory
connections27,29. NMDA receptors (NMDA-Rs) have slow kinetics and contain a
voltage-dependent magnesium block that is relieved by a fast AMPA receptor
(AMPA-R) controlled depolarization of the cell30, the idea that working memory
relies crucially on NMDA-Rs has gained more popularity. The slow decay time of
NMDA-Rs can produce a stable and robust working memory network, while the
voltage dependent property of these receptors gates persistent activity by an initial transient input.
In an elegant study, Wang and colleagues31 tested whether NMDA-Rs are
important for persistent firing of delay cells in the macaque dlPFC during the ODR
task. They found that NMDA-R antagonist almost abolished task-related activity in
delay cells whereas for AMPA-R antagonists the effect was weaker. However, it is
conceivable that the high antagonist dose that was used occluded any differential
dependence of activity on glutamate receptors in the different task epochs. In

accordance with this view, Wang and colleagues 31 also used AMPA-R blocker dose
with less impact on neuronal firing rate and these experiments revealed a more
specific effect that was most pronounced during the late phase of the delay activity.
Similarly, differential effects of the AMPA-R and the NMDA-R have been observed
in a previous study that concluded that AMPA-Rs contribute more strongly to feedforward processing while NMDA-Rs contribute more strongly to feedback
processing in primary visual cortex (V1) of the macaque monkey 32.
In contrast to these proposals that AMPA-Rs and NMDA-Rs have specific

effects on different types of activity like sustained firing in the dlPFC and feedforward-feedback processing in V1, other studies have described general and nonspecific effects of AMPA-Rs and NMDA-Rs. AMPA-Rs for instance have been shown
to contribute additively to spiking activity33, although other studies in primary
sensory areas have found that the initial visual response was more sensitive to
CNQX34, 35. On the other hand, NMDA-Rs have been shown to contribute multiplicatively to spiking activity33. Based on these studies, a general and additive contribution of AMPA-Rs to spiking activity is expected to be relatively independent on the
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intensity of the input drive, therefore showing a strong contribution of AMPA-Rs to
baseline firing and task-related firing throughout the whole period of the task. A
general and multiplicative contribution of NMDA-Rs to spiking activity would
predict a relatively small contribution of NMDA-Rs during spontaneous baseline
firing compared to the initial visual response and later sustained response.
In the present study, we aimed to directly compare the contribution of
AMPA-Rs and NMDA-Rs to spontaneous activity, visually driven activity and
persistent activity. We used micro-iontophoresis to block NMDA-Rs and AMPA-Rs
and used low ejection currents that decrease activity without completely abolishing task-related activity, enabling us to differentiate contributions of NMDA-Rs and
AMPA-Rs during the different stages of the task. Furthermore, we also tested
whether NMDA-R's were selectively involved in sustained activity by comparing
the effect of NMDA antagonists on delay cells versus visual cells.

Materials & Methods
Surgical procedures
All procedures complied with the NIH Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland) and were approved
by the institutional animal care and use committee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences.
We recorded neural activity from three adult male macaque monkeys
(Macaca Mulatta: Monkeys B (9 years old), J (9 years old) and E (15 years old)).
During surgeries general anaesthesia was induced with ketamine (15 mg/kg injected intramuscularly) and maintained after intubation by ventilation with a mixture of 70% N2O and 30% O2, supplemented with 0.8% isoflurane, fentanyl (0.005
mg/kg intravenously) and midazolam (0.5 mg/kg/h intravenously). In a first surgery, the monkeys were implanted with a head post for head stabilization. The
monkeys were then trained on the ODR task until they could reliably perform the
task. In a second surgery we performed a craniotomy (centred on stereotaxic coordinates: 21 mm anterior, and 17 mm lateral) and implanted a titanium chamber
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(Crist Instruments) for electrophysiological recordings and to iontophoretically
administer APV and CNQX. After implantation the location of the arcuate and principal sulci relative to the recording chamber were determined using ultrasound
imaging, and FEF was located by using electrical micro-stimulation (Fig. S1).

Figure S1. Location of recording chamber. Coronal
(A) and sagittal (B) ultrasound images of the recording chamber of monkey B. White arrows point to the
arcuate sulcus, grey arrows to the principal sulcus.
Location of the different slices relative to the arcuate
sulcus (white line) and principal sulcus (grey line) are
indicated in the schematic drawing in panel (C). White
scale bars, 10 mm.
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Behavioral task
Monkeys B, J and E were first trained on the ODR task 10 (Fig. 1A). A fixation point (a red circle of 0.1° diameter) was presented on a grey background and
the monkey started the trial by directing gaze to a 1.5° diameter fixation window
centered on the fixation point (0.1° diameter red dot). After 300 ms of fixation, a
visual cue (white circle of 2° diameter) was presented at either the neurons’ receptive field (preferred) or the anti-preferred location. After 150 ms the visual cue
was extinguished but the monkey had to maintain fixation for another 1000 ms
before the fixation point was extinguished, which indicated to the monkey that he
was required to make a memory guided eye-movement into a target-window (4°
diameter) that was centered on the location of the previous visual cue. Correct responses were rewarded with apple juice. Trials in which the animal broke fixation
before the fixation point was extinguished were aborted, and stimulus conditions
were presented in a pseudo-random order.

All stimuli were generated using in-house software (Tracker) and presented on a CRT monitor with a resolution of 1024x768 pixels and refresh rate of 85
Hz, which was viewed from a distance of 40 cm. Eye movements were recorded
with a video eye-tracker (Thomas recordings) with a sampling rate of 350 Hz.
Electrophysiology and iontophoresis
We recorded single units with tungsten-in-glass electrodes fused with two
side barrels35 (Fig. 1B) that were used for iontophoretic drug administration by

applying a small electric current to a tungsten wire that was inserted into these
side barrels. The impedances of the measuring electrodes ranged from 400 kOhm
to 2 MOhm (median ~1 MOhm) and the impedance of the ejection barrels from 15
to 150 MOhm (median ~20 MOhm).
The signal from the recording electrode was recorded with Tucker Davis
Technology (TDT) equipment using a high-impedance headstage (RA16AC) and a
preamplifier (RA16SD) with a hardware high-pass filter of 2.2 Hz, a low-pass filter
of 7.5 kHz (-3 dB point) and sampled with a rate of 24.4 kHz. Spikes were initially
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Figure 1 Experimental paradigm. (A) Oculomotor delayed-response (ODR)
task, the monkey kept fixation for as long as the red fixation point was visible and
made a saccade to the location where the cue had been presented. (B) Example of
the three barrel glass electrode, (the scale bar indicates 100 um). (C) Example single unit recorded in the block of trials before drug delivery (black), during drug
delivery (red) and in the recovery period (gray).

determined by setting a voltage threshold. If necessary, spike sorting was done
offline using waveclus software36.
For iontophoresis, we dissolved the NMDA-R antagonist 2-amino-5phosphonovalerate (APV) (Sigma-Aldrich) or the AMPAR antagonist 6-cyano-7page | 146

nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX) (Sigma-Aldrich) at 0.02 M in triple-distilled
water (pH ~8.0). APV and CNQX are negatively charged, and we retained them in
the glass-pipettes by delivering a positive potential (+15 nA for APV and +20 nA
for CNQX) and ejected them by delivering a negative potential. The ejection currents were set to the amount needed for a noticeable difference in the spiking activity recorded while the monkey performed the ODR task. The current was adjusted to perturb, but not abolish the activity. For APV, ejection currents ranged from 2 nA to -7 nA for monkey B and from -5 nA to -15 nA for monkey J. For CNQX, ejection currents ranged from -10 nA to -20 nA in both monkeys (J and E).
RF mapping
RF’s were measured using the same ODR task that was used during the
recordings. First, the preferred and anti-preferred direction was determined using
eight locations at 8° eccentricity. The eccentricity was subsequently mapped in 4°

steps for the preferred and anti-preferred direction only. Most of the RF’s of the
recorded single unit’s (SU’s) were at 18° eccentricity for monkey B, at 13° eccentricity for monkey J and at 18° eccentricity for monkey E.
Data acquisition
We determined the location of the arcuate sulcus by ultrasound imaging,
and recorded SU activity anterior to the sulcus (Fig. S1-panel C). A blunt guide
tube, made to tightly fit around the probe, was rigidly attached to a micro-drive for

mechanical stability (Narishige group). We pre-dimpled the dura with the guide
tube and electrode (~1 mm), penetrated the dura with the electrode, and pulled
back the guide tube and electrode to un-dimple the dura. The electrode was left to
settle for about 20 minutes. The probe was then very carefully advanced until a
single unit was encountered. After stabilizing the recording of the spiking activity
of the single unit, we determined its RF properties using the ODR task. Only isolated single units that showed spatial selectivity were selected for further recording,
and most neurons that we recorded from (45 out of 56 for the APV dataset, 32 out
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of 51 for the CNQX dataset) showed sustained firing during the memory period.
For most SU’s (47 out of 57 for the two APV datasets, 29 out of 48 for the two
CNQX datasets), three blocks of ~80 trials were recorded; a recording block of ~80
trials without drug delivery by maintaining the holding current (‘pre-drug’ recordings), a recording block of ~80 trials where the drugs was administered by applying the ejection current (‘during-drug’ recordings) and finally a recording block of
~80 trials without drug delivery, again by maintaining the holding current
(‘recovery’ recordings). During-drug recordings were started once an effect was noticeable in the spiking activity, usually 3 to 4 minutes after the ejection current was
applied, and the drugs were applied continuously throughout the recording period.
Recovery recordings were started once the effect of drug delivery faded, usually 9-10
minutes after the holding current was applied after drug delivery. The waveforms
of the recorded spiking activity during one example recording are shown in Fig. 1C.
For a small fraction of the recordings (10 out of 57 for the two APV datasets, 13 out

of 48 for the two CNQX datasets) the single unit was lost during the waiting period
after drug delivery and no recovery recording could be performed.
Data analyses
All spike data was binned in 10 ms windows. The ODR task was divided
into two epochs: spontaneous activity and task-related activity. The spontaneous
epoch lasted from 300 ms before stimulus onset up to stimulus onset and the taskrelated epoch lasted from stimulus onset up to saccade onset.

To quantify the spatial tuning for each cell individually, the d’ for taskrelated activity was calculated by (mean preferred location - mean anti-preferred
location) / sqrt (0.5*(std. preferred location) 8+ (std. anti-preferred location) 8).
Statistical analyses
For statistical comparisons to test whether the drugs changed spiking activity during spontaneous and task-related activity, two-sided t-tests were used to
compare spiking activity between pre-drug, during drug and recovery recordings.
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Results were only reported if significant p-values were less than 0.05 for both
monkeys individually and when averaged across monkeys.

Results
1) Contribution of NMDA receptors
Behavioural effects of blocking NMDA receptors
Three blocks of ~80 trials each were recorded: ‘pre-drug’, ‘during-drug’, an
‘recovery’. At the time we started collecting the data, performance for both monkeys in the ODR task was high (99.9% for monkey B, 98% for monkey J) (Fig. 2). To
elucidate the contribution of NMDARs, we iontophoretically administered the
NMDA-R antagonist APV in two monkeys (B and J). The local application of APV did
not have consistent effects on accuracy. Although APV decreased the accuracy of
monkey B to 99.4% (p < 0.005; t test, n=33), accuracy increased only slightly to
99.5% during the recovery block (not significantly different from the APV block; p
> 0.4, n=23) (Fig. 2A). APV did not influence the accuracy of monkey J. It was 98%
in the pre-drug epoch, 97.9% during APV administration and 97.6% in the recovery block (all p> 0.4; t test, n=23) (Fig. 2B).
Effects of blocking NMDA-Rs on neuronal activity
To investigate the role of NMDA-Rs in persistent firing, we recorded the

activity of single neurons in the dlPFC during the ODR task. Only well-isolated SU’s
that exhibited spatial selectivity were selected for further recording. We recorded
activity from a total of 56 neurons (33 and 23 in monkeysd B and J, respectively)
that were held long enough to compare activity before drug application to that
during APV administration. We lost the isolation of ten neurons (6 in monkey B
and 4 in J) after drug application before the recovery block but we were able to
record data for the other 46 neurons data during the recovery block. Most of the
neurons (28 out of 33 for monkey B and 17 out of 23 for monkey J) exhibited

persistent firing during the memory period.
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Figure 2. Behavior in the ODR task during APV administration. Accuracy in
the ODR task, in the block of trials before APV delivery (black bar), during APV
delivery (red bar), and in the recovery period (grey bar), for (A) monkey B and (B)
monkey J.

Typical example recordings for both monkeys are illustrated in Fig. 3A,B,
and the population response is shown in Fig. 3C,D. The neurons showed elevated
firing during the full duration of the trial when the visual cue was presented at the
preferred location of their RF, while showing a suppression of spiking activity in
response to the presentation of the visual cue at the anti-preferred location of their
RF (Fig. 3C,D). In both monkeys, baseline activity before visual cue onset was
suppressed during the recording block when APV was administered compared to
pre-drug recordings (p < 10-5; t test, n = 33 for monkey B, p < 0.01; t test, n = 23 for

monkey J) (Fig. 3C,D). Administration of APV suppressed spiking activity during
the full duration of the trial when the visual cue was presented at the preferred
location in both monkeys (p < 10-5; t test, n = 33 for monkey B, p < 0.01; t test, n =
23 for monkey J) (Fig. 3C,D). In both monkeys, the suppression was much larger at
the preferred location than at the anti-preferred location, and in monkey J this
suppression for cue presentation at the anti-preferred location was even absent.
Blocking the NMDA-Rs therefore weakened the spatial tuning of the cells by reducing the difference in spiking activity between cue presentations at the preferred
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Figure 3. Effect of APV on spiking activity during ODR task. Example units
(A,B) and population response (C,D), illustrating the effect of APV on the ODR
task for (A,C) monkey B (N=33) and (B,D) monkey J (N=23). The preferred location
(continuous lines) and anti-preferred location (dashed lines), before (black lines)
and during APV delivery (red lines). (E,F) Abscissa, d’ before APV delivery;
ordinate, d' during APV delivery for (E) monkey B and (F) monkey J. Every data
point represents a single unit.
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Figure 4. Effect of APV on spiking activity during ODR task. (A-B), Absolute
difference of spiking activity, ‘during APV delivery’ minus ‘before APV delivery’ for
the preferred location (green line) and anti-preferred location (red line), for (A)
monkey B and (B) monkey J.
location versus the anti-preferred location. To measure the spatial tuning we computed d’, which measures of the reliability of the response in single trials. Calculating the d’ for each cell shows that the spatial tuning was weaker for most cells in
both monkeys (Fig. 3E,F) after blocking NMDA-Rs. In monkey B, APV caused a
decrease in d’ from an average of 1.66 to a value of 1.20 (p < 10 -4; t-test, n = 33)
and from 1.75 to 1.37 in monkey J (p < 10-3; t test, n = 23).
Spiking activity slowly restored to normal levels when drug administra-

tion was stopped. Although not complete, all the cells showed a recovery response
that returned in the direction of pre-drug recordings, both for baseline spiking
activity before visual cue onset (p < 10 -5; t test, n = 27 for monkey B, p < 10-3; t-test,
n = 19 for monkey J) as well as for spiking activity for the remainder of the trial
when the visual cue was presented at the preferred (p < 0.05; t test, n = 27 for
monkey B, p < 0.05; t test, n = 19 for monkey J) or at the anti-preferred location (p
< 0.05; t-test, n = 27 for monkey B, p < 0.05; t-test, n = 19 for monkey J) (Fig. S2, at
the end of chapter).
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Figure 5. Effect of APV on spiking activity of visual cells during ODR task. A-B,
Population response of the effect of APV on the ODR task for (A) monkey B (N=6)
and (B) monkey J (N=6). The preferred location (continuous lines) and antipreferred location (dashed lines), before (black lines) and during APV delivery
(red lines). (C,D) Abscissa, d’ before APV delivery; ordinate, d' during APV delivery
for monkey B (C) and monkey J (D). Every data point represents an individual
visual cell.
To investigate whether NMDA-Rs contributed differentially to spiking
activity during different periods of the ODR task, we plotted the absolute difference between spiking activity before and during the administration of APV (Fig. 4).
For both monkeys the influence on the firing rate was higher during the taskpage | 153

related activity than during the spontaneous activity (p < 10 -4; t test, n = 33 for
monkey B, p < 10-3; t test, n = 23 for monkey J). This drug effect was similar during
the visually driven period and period of persistent activity. This suggests that
NMDA-Rs are not selectively involved in maintaining sustained activity, but have a
general multiplicative effect on spiking activity.
This is interpretation is further supported by an analysis of cells that exhibited a visually response but no delay activity (Fig. 5), which also showed a suppression of firing during the administration of APV in both monkeys (p < 0.05; t
test, n = 6 for monkey B and p < 0.05; t test, n = 6 for monkey J).

2) Contribution of AMPA receptors
Behavioral effects of blocking AMPA receptors
To investigate the role of AMPA-Rs in persistent firing, we iontophoretically administered the AMPA-R antagonist CNQX in monkeys E and monkey J. As in

the APV experiment, the monkey’s accuracy before drug application was high
(99.2% for monkey J, 96% for monkey E), and CNQX did not influence accuracy
(both monkeys, p > 0.7) (Fig. 6).

Figure 6. Behavior in the ODR task during CNQX administration. Accuracy in
the ODR task, in the block of trials before CNQX delivery (black bar), during CNQX
delivery (red bar), and in the recovery period (grey bar), for (A) monkey B and (B)
monkey E.
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Figure 7. Effect of CNQX on spiking activity during ODR task. Example units
(A,B) and population response (C,D) illustrating the effect of CNQX on
neuronal activity during the ODR task for (A,C) monkey J (N=27) and (B,D) monkey
E (N=14). The preferred location (continuous lines) and anti-preferred location
(dashed lines), before (black lines) and during CNQX delivery (red lines). (E,F)
Abscissa, d’ before CNQX delivery; ordinate, d' during CNQX delivery for monkey J
(E) and monkey E (F). Every data point represents an individual unit.
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Effects of blocking AMPA-Rs on neuronal activity
We recorded a total of 48 neurons with CNQX application (27 in monkey J
and 21 in monkey E), and more than half of them exhibited sustained firing during
the memory period (15 out of 27 for monkey J and 14 out of 21 for monkey E).
Of these neurons, 29 were kept long enough to examine activity in the recovery,
after drug application. Typical example recordings are illustrated in Fig. 7A,B, and
the population response is shown in Fig. 7C,D. In both monkeys, baseline spiking
activity before visual cue onset was suppressed during the CNQX administration
compared to pre-drug recordings (p < 10-3; t test, n = 27 for monkey J; p < 0.05; t
test, n = 14 for monkey E) (Fig. 7C,D). For both monkeys, administration of CNQX
suppressed spiking activity during the full duration of the trial when the visual cue
was presented at the preferred location (p < 10 -3; t test, n = 27 for monkey J,
p < 10-3; t-test, n = 14 for monkey E). When the visual cue was presented at the anti
-preferred location there was a significant reduction of activity in Monkey J

(p < 10-3; t-test, n = 27) but not for Monkey E (p > 0.05; t-test, n = 14) (Fig. 7C,D).
To examine the influence of CNQX on the tuning, we calculated d’s. In monkey J
CNQX caused a decrease in d’ from an average of 0.81 to a value of 0.7 (p < 10 -3; t
test, n = 27) whereas for monkey E the decrease in d’ was from 0.99 to 0.64 (p <
0.05; t-test, n = 14) (Fig. 7E,F).
Although spiking activity was still observed during recovery blocks, it did
not restore to normal levels when administration of CNQX was stopped. For some
single units (9 out of 19 for monkey J, 4 out of 14 for monkey E) the spiking activity

did not even return in the direction of the response before the administration of
CNQX. As the waveforms of the residual spiking activity of the isolated single units
were very similar during the recovery recordings compared to the pre-drug and
during-drug recordings, this absence of restoration to normal levels of spiking
activity was not due to effects that can be ascribed to the stability of the single unit
recordings. Instead, as several studies show that activity does not return back to
pre-drug levels following the administration of CNQX32,37. This lack of recovery of
spiking activity was most likely the result of the long-lasting effects of blocking
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AMPA-Rs after CNQX administration.
To investigate the contribution of AMPA-Rs during different periods of the
ODR task, we again plotted the absolute difference between spiking activity before
and during the administration of CNQX (Fig. 8). While for monkey J the contribution of AMPA-Rs to spiking activity increased progressively during the trial (Fig.
8A), this was not that evident for monkey E (Fig. 8B).

Figure 8. Effect of CNQX on spiking activity during ODR task. (A-B), Absolute
difference of spiking activity, ‘during CNQX delivery’ minus ‘before CNQX delivery’
for the preferred location (green line) and anti-preferred location (red line), for
(A) monkey B and (B) monkey E.

Discussion
In this study, we investigated the neural mechanisms underlying persistent firing by determining to which degree this sustained firing is dependent on
different glutamate receptors. By iontophoretically blocking AMPA and NMDA
receptors, we compared their specific contribution to activity in the dlPFC during
the ODR task. We used very small ejection currents and applied the drugs for only
short periods of time to perturb activity without blocking it to obtain a sensitive
measure of the role of the different receptors.
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Our results show that blocking glutamatergic receptors can have substantial effects on the spiking activity. However, similar to previous studies 24,31 we did
not find any consistent effects in the behaviour of the monkeys (Fig. 2, 6). This is
expected as iontophoretically applied drugs affect only a small population of neurons as its spatial spread very limited38,39.
We found that both the AMPA-R and the NMDA-R contributed to taskrelated activity during the ODR task. The effects of AMPA-Rs were largely additive
i.e. the contribution of the AMPA-R to spiking activity was relatively independent
of the pre-drug activity (Fig. 7C,D). Blocking AMPA-Rs showed a strong decrease in
spontaneous baseline firing, which was comparable to the strong decrease in taskrelated firing throughout the whole period of the task. Contrastingly, the effects of
the NMDA-Rs were multiplicative i.e NMDA-Rs contributed strongly to well-driven
neurons and less to the firing rate of weakly activated neurons (Fig. 3C,D).
The differential effects of AMPA-R and the NMDA-R also explained the

different effect of CNQX and APV on the contribution of spiking activity also
explained the effects on spatial tuning (quantified as d’) of the cell. AMPA-Rs contributed to the strong response when the visual cue was presented at the preferred
location and also to the weaker response when the visual cue was presented at the
anti-preferred location. Blocking AMPA-Rs therefore reduced the difference in
activity between preferred and anti-preferred location only slightly. In other
words, the spatial tuning remained relatively similar (Fig. 7E,F). Blocking NMDARs had a stronger impact on the spatial tuning given their multiplicative effect.

Blockade of the NMDA-Rs reduced the activity elicited at the preferred location
compared to the anti-preferred location. As a result, the spatial tuning for most of
the recorded cells was strongly reduced (Fig. 3E,F).
Although, our results show that AMPA-Rs and NMDA-Rs contribute differentially to task-related spiking activity during the ODR task, they do not make a
convincing case for a specific and critical role of NMDA-Rs in persistent firing. Previous studies proposed that persistent activity is realized by the voltagedependent gating property of the NMDA-R, producing a positive feedback loop
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between membrane depolarization and excitatory inward currents, which is able
to outlast transient input31. While blocking NMDA-Rs during the ODR task does
reduce task-related spiking activity, several observations in our study show that
this reduction is not specific to persistent activity. First, both AMPA-Rs and NMDARs contributed to task-related spiking activity, and the contribution of AMPA-Rs to
persistent activity (Fig. 7C,D) was at least as strong as that of NMDA-Rs (Fig. 3C,D).
Second, the contribution of NMDA-Rs to the initial visual response was comparable
to the contribution to persistent activity during the delay period (Fig. 3C,D). Third,
the reduction in task-related spiking activity as well as the weakened spatial tuning after blocking NMDA-Rs also occurred for the visual cells without persistent
activity (Fig. 5).
Our results therefore revealed a general contribution of NMDA-Rs to spiking activity, which is similar for the visual response and persistent activity that
increases with the neuronal firing rate. Such a multiplicative contribution of NMDA

-Rs is comparable to results from previous studies on the contributions of NMDARs on spiking activity in the cat visual cortex33. Similarly, the contribution to activity of AMPA-R that depended less on the tuning of neurons is in line with previous
studies in the cat visual cortex33,40.
At first sight, our conclusions may seem to be incompatible with the
results of Wang and colleagues41, who found that that persistent firing is critically
dependent on NMDA-Rs whereas AMPA-Rs contribute to sustain network activity
by permitting NMDA-R contributions to delay-cell firing. One difference between

studies was the choice of antagonists. We used the competitive NMDA-R antagonist
APV, whereas Wang et al. used MK801, which is non-competitive, and the selective
NR2B NMDA subunit antagonist Ro25-6981. Furthermore, we used CNQX to block
AMPRA-Rs, whereas Wang et al. used NBQX in addition to CNQX. However, we believe that the most important difference between studies is in the dosage of the
drugs. Specifically, Wang and colleagues41 almost completely abolished delay activity with NMDA antagonists. By using smaller dosages, we were able to reveal that
the NMDA-R blockers have a multiplicative effect in all phases of the task. Wang
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and colleagues41 found that the effects of NMDA-R antagonists on delay activity
were stronger than the effects of AMPA-R antagonists, but it is conceivable that
this difference is also due to a dosage effect. They might also have seen a more
complete suppression with higher dosages of the AMPA-R blockers. Taken together, the results suggest that the multiplicative contribution of NMDA-Rs to spiking
activity occurs irrespective of whether activity is spontaneous, stimulus driven, or
related to working memory.
Nonetheless, AMPA and NMDA receptors are not the only receptors that
have been implicated in the mechanisms for persistent firing. Blocking dopamine
receptor D1(DRD1) for instance revealed an ‘inverted-U’ dose-response relationship; too little or too much DRD1-R activity reduces persistent firing24. Furthermore, a2A-adrenoceptors25,26 and cholinergic muscarinic receptors21-23 also impact
on persistent firing, in part by acting on non-selective cation permeable transient
receptor potential channels (TRPC)42 and hyperpolarization activated cyclic nucle-

otide-gated potassium channels26,43. Thus, many receptors contribute to persistent
firing, implying that it relies on complex interplay between many receptors including AMPA and NMDA.
Another important question is how persistent activity is maintained.
Maintenance could involve reverberatory excitation between neurons within a
cortical area16,17 or reciprocal excitatory loops between cortical/sub-cortical
areas15,18-20. In the first, ‘local’ scenario, internally sustained persistent firing is
generated by reciprocal excitation between pyramidal neurons with similar tuning

properties. In the second, ‘global’ scenario, the persistent firing is maintained by
reciprocal excitatory loops between cortical areas or by loops through subcortical
structures, including the basal ganglia. Persistent activity during memory delays
have been observed in other brain areas, notably the posterior parietal cortex 44,45,
medial superior temporal cortex6 and the inferotemporal cortex 46-48. Furthermore,
a study by Chafee and Goldman-Rakic19 in monkeys combined local cooling of parietal and prefrontal cortex with recording in the other area during a working
memory task. They showed that inactivation of one area decreased activity of some
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neurons in the other regions and increased activity of others, without a clear effect
on behaviour.
Our results therefore are in line with a general contribution of AMPA-Rs
and a general and more specific multiplicative contribution of NMDA-Rs on spiking
activity during the ODR task. This is a relevant finding, both for models on the neural mechanisms during working memory and for clinical applications where working memory is impaired. Future studies can now investigate how the dynamics of
these receptors, in combination with recurrent excitation within and between
brain regions, explains how task-relevant information is kept online during
memory delays.
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Supplementary Figure

Figure S2. Population ODR Task APV with recovery. The effect of APV on
population response of the ODR and recovery for (A) monkey B (N=33) and (B)
monkey J (N=23). The preferred location (continuous lines) and anti-preferred
location (dashed lines), before (black lines) and during APV delivery (red lines).
Grey lines illustrate activity in the recovery episode.

*Figure S1 - Location of recording chamber (page. 144)
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